Momo is looking for Lina, her cat. It is time to feed her. There she is! What is she doing?
“What is inside the hole, Lina?” Momo asks.
Wow, a decapod lives in there, yet it is smaller than a crab.
“Is this what Dad usually calls yuyu?” Momo asks in her head. If I raise the yuyu, will it grow as big as a crab? Momo wants to know.
Let’s see if the yuyu likes this.
Wow, yuyu eats just everything.
Yuyu also likes bread and banana.
One day, as she feeds the yuyu, she is surprised to see many small yuyus coming out. “Oh, it turns out that you were expecting all along? You must need a bigger space!”
“Just move here!”
Momo is very busy. The more the yuyus, the more she needs.
Until one day...
Oh ... oh ... where are you all going?
Those yuyus dig holes!
“Oh, you prefer living in the holes!”
“What about you, Mrs. Yuyu? You must love living in the hole too.”
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